Snes controller wiring diagram
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connector pins. COM 2. Introduction For all you game hardware enthusiasts out there, I took the
opportunity this weekend to put a scope on my Super Nintendo connectors and find out what is
going on. Because the standard Multi-out cable connector only has internal contacts for the
audio and video signals, I had to find some more push-in gold contacts at a local store to fully
break out all the signals. It appears easier to do this than make your own connector. I also got
the controller pinouts and protocol, which opens up some interesting possibilities. One could
rather easily construct a "macro recorder" that records your exact button presses for a game
sequence and allows you to play them back. They will be time-accurate by definition of the
protocol, and depending on how random the game plays, you should be able to replay those
sequences that get boring, and then take over control when you want. If all of this is already
well known, then sorry for the waste of net bandwidth However, the video levels are not RS
compatible. The DC offset needs to be filtered out with some large capacitors and the
peak-to-peak video amplitude may need to be reduced to 0. I could not find a Nintendo
numbering scheme, so I made one up. I forgot to look at them on a scope so there may pulses
too. However, they don't connect to anything at present. Although rubber domes are used to
provide the tactile response of the buttons, they are not capacitive technology as originally
thought. Instead they use what appears to be carbon impregnated rubber on the underside
which makes a resistive path ohms across 2 carbon coated PCB pads when depressed. IC-A
and IC-B appear to be identical, with a 91 date code and have another possible part number of
These are most likely 2 parallel load shift registers in series. Buttons on the controller pull the
parallel load inputs to ground through the contact formed by pressing a button. This instructs
the ICs in the controller to latch the state of all buttons internally. Six microsenconds after the
fall of the data latch pulse, the CPU sends out 16 data clock pulses on pin 2. The controllers
serially shift the latched button states out pin 4 on every rising edge of the clock, and the CPU
samples the data on every falling edge. Each button on the controller is assigned a specific id
which corresponds to the clock cycle during which that button's state will be reported. The
table in section 4. Note that multiple buttons may be depressed at any given moment. Also note
that a logic "high" on the serial data line means the button is NOT depressed. At the end of the
16 cycle sequence, the serial data line is driven low until the next data latch pulse. The only
slight deviation from this protocol is apparent in the first clock cycle. Because the clock is
normally high, the first transition it makes after latch signal is a high-to-low transition. Since
data for the first button B in this case will be latched on this transition, it's data must actually be
driven earlier. The SNES controllers drive data for the first button at the falling edge of latch.
Data for all other buttons is driven at the rising edge of clock. Hopefully the following timing
diagram will serve to illustrate this. Only 4 of the 16 clock cycles are shown for brevity. It would
be interesting to see how the SNES responds if we drive low button data during these cycles.
Nintendo may use these for future controllers with more capabilities. It runs at 3. It can address
up to 16MB. The carts are nothing more than ROM. To tell you how much data is one, take the
number of 'MegaBits' and divide by 8 to get megabytes. That's how much data is really in the
carts. So, an 8-mbit cart really is only 1 megabyte. Keep me logged in on this device. Forgot
your username or password? After connecting joystick to PC parallel port, you must install a
driver. The diodes better to be soldered inside the DB25 connector. Joystick with this cable will

work only after manual drivers install. The NES starts the show by sending a high pulse down
the Latch line, which makes the 8-bit shift register inside the controller grab and store the state
of all buttons. Then the NES sends a series of eight low pulses down the CLK line, which makes
the controller shuffle bits one for each CLK pulse down the Data Out line according to which
buttons were pressed when latched. A low bit on the Data Out line means the button is pressed.
I believe they may be used with alternative controllers like the light gun or Arkanoid paddle. Ask
a question Comment Edit Submit New. This pinout is associated with 2 compatible devices or
models. According to 11 reports in our database 9 positive and 2 negative this pinout should be
correct. Is this pinout correct. If you did publish instruction for Do-It-Yourself device with this
pinout, share the link with us. No portion of this webpage may be reproduced in any form
without visible link to pinoutguide. Efforts have been made to ensure this page is correct, but it
is the responsibility of the user to verify the data is correct for their application. It will not
describe how these ports are used by what may be plugged into them. Writing 1 to this bit
results in Latch going to whatever state means 'latch' to a joypad. Data1 and Data2 are then
read, and Clock transitions back at this point, the pad is expected to stick its next bits of data
on Data1 and Data2. Thus, you must read both bits at once, you can't choose to read only Data1
and leave Data2 for later. Data1 and Data2 are pulled to logic-0 within the SNES, so reads will
return 0 if nothing is plugged in. The snes mouse uses the same timing and protocol as a
regular pad for it's buttons. The left button is reported at the 9th cycle, and the right button at
the 10th cycle. The snes recognizes the mouse when the bit at the 16th clock cycle is low
instead of high. This is in fact cycles 17 to 32 since no new latch pulse had occurred yet. The
data is active low, just like the buttons. This time, the clock timing is different:. Each time the
SNES polls the mouse, the mouse reports how it moved since last poll. When no movement
occured since last poll, all the motion bits stays high which means binary 0. The direction bits
keep their last state. The mouse has 3 configurable sensitivity levels. The currently active
sensitivity level is reported by bits 11 and A special sequence is used to rotate between the 3
modes. First, a normal 12us latch pulse is applied. Next, the first 16 bits are read using normal
button timings. Shortly after about 1ms , 31 short latch pulses 3. For selecting a specific
sensitivity, simply execute the special sequence until bits 11 and 12 are as desired. If the CIC in
the console doesn't get the proper handshake over these pads, the reset signal is never
released on the PPU2 chip, and so you never get anything on the display. Many carts connect
only to pins and , as the remaining pins are mainly useful only if the cart contains special chips.
The expansion port has 28 pads, laid out something like this. This pinout view faces the "cable"
i. If you are looking at the port on the bottom of the console with the front of the console facing
down, pin 1 is bottom-right and pin 28 is top-left. I know nothing about the output of this port,
except that it has a Vcc, a GND, a video signal, and a mono audio signal. This one is simple. It's
a hollow cylindrical plug. And is used for battery power control on a static RAM. The infamous
CIC. This section covers commonly used monitors and displays used in conjunction with the
Super Nintendo or Super Famicom or generally used in retro gaming. You can see it in action
with various consoles and computers here. It can run off a standard NES power supply. Below
is a pinout for the back pin connection, it is clearly labeled on the PCB which pins are 1 and 6.
Most game systems output the composite sync information along with the NTSC video output.
Many RGB displays will not accept this extraneous info along with the sync, so we need to
remove the video signal. It's a simple circuit - one small chip, two small capacitors and a small
resistor. This is the Japanese RGB connector used on many video game systems. In the doc
below, "active", "1", "logic-1", and so forth all mean the same thing. Note that "1" does not
necessarily correspond to either high or low voltage. BTW, i could use some help here: if
anyone knows whether anything is active-high or active-low, or what the voltages for high and
low are for any particular port, please let me know! Mouse Protocol The snes mouse uses the
same timing and protocol as a regular pad for it's buttons. Mouse Sensitivity The mouse has 3
configurable sensitivity levels. The currently active sensitivity level is reported by bits 11 and
Bit 11 low, Bit 12 high: High sensitivity Bit 11 high, Bit 12 low: Medium sensitivity Bit 11 high, Bit
12 high: Low sensitivity Selecting the Sensitivity Mode A special sequence is used to rotate
between the 3 modes. D0-D7 are the data bus lines. It can also be activated by hardware on the
cart, if the system needs to be reset at a hardware level. Expansion Port The expansion port has
28 pads, laid out something like this. It can also be activated by hardware on the attached
device, if the system needs to be reset at a hardware level. The mono audio output is brought
back into pin Power This one is simple. Audio Input: 0. This file was originally written by Jim
Christy. It includes controller chip details and some info on it's inner workings. The file has
been heavily modified, as usual, and any comments in yellow are by us. Pin Description Wire
Color 1. I forgot to look at them on a scope so there may pulses too. However, they don't
connect to anything at present. Although rubber domes are used to provide the tactile response

of the buttons, they are not capacitive technology as originally thought. Instead they use what
appears to be carbon impregnated rubber on the underside which makes a resistive path ohms
across 2 carbon coated PCB pads when depressed. Every This instructs the ICs in the
controller to latch the state of all buttons internally. Six microsenconds after the fall of the data
latch pulse, the CPU sends out 16 data clock pulses on pin 2. The controllers serially shift the
latched button states out pin 4 on every rising edge of the clock, and the CPU samples the data
on every falling edge. Each button on the controller is assigned a specific ID which corresponds
to the clock cycle during which that button's state will be reported. The table in section 4. Note
that multiple buttons may be depressed at any given moment. Also note that a logic "high" on
the serial data line means the button is NOT depressed. At the end of the 16 cycle sequence, the
serial data line is driven low until the next data latch pulse. The only slight deviation from this
protocol is apparent in the first clock cycle. Because the clock is normally high, the first
transition it makes after latch signal is a high-to-low transition. Since data for the first button B
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will be latched on this transition, it's data must actually be driven earlier. The SNES controllers
drive data for the first button at the falling edge of latch. Data for all other buttons is driven at
the rising edge of clock. Hopefully the following timing diagram will serve to illustrate this. Only
4 of the 16 clock cycles are shown for brevity. All contents c Game Station X unless otherwise
noted. All trademarks copyright of their respective companies. Game Station X assumes
absolutely no responsiblility whatsoever for any sort of damages incurred while either viewing
this information or doing anything with said information. If you don't like it, change the channel.
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